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What can a woman do when life loses its color? For Larkin May, three years after the death of her husband, the answer was a
month in Ireland, working at a friend's bed and breakfast and joining a competitive rowing team. Returning home, she believed
herself ready for a new and colorful existence. Then she discovered that recovery from a tragedy does not prevent another. Again
faced with loss, her choices could make the difference between a return to mediocrity and learning to overcome her fear and live
the life she desired.
When Liv, Ellen, and Håkon, along with their partners and children, arrive in Rome to celebrate their father's 70th birthday, a quiet
earthquake occurs: their parents have decided to divorce. Shocked and disbelieving, the siblings try to come to terms with their
parents' decision as it echoes through the homes they have built for themselves, and forces them to reconstruct the shared
narrative of their childhood and family history. A bittersweet novel of regret, relationships, and rare psychological insights, A
Modern Family encourages us to look at the people closest to us a little more carefully, and ultimately reveals that it's never too
late for change.WINNER OF THE NORWEGIAN BOOKSELLERS' AWARD
A veritable crime lover’s delight from a true master of mystery and suspense. Experience the #1 New York Times best-selling
author as never before in this dark and thrilling short story collection that takes us on a journey of twisted minds and vengeful
hearts. Jo Nesbø is known the world over as a consummate mystery/thriller writer. Famed for his deft characterization, hair-raising
suspense and shocking twists, Nesbø’s dexterity with the dark corners of the human heart is on full display in these inventive and
enthralling stories. A detective with a nose for jealousy is on the trail of a man suspected of murdering his twin; a bereaved father
must decide whether vengeance has a place in the new world order after a pandemic brings about the collapse of society; a
garbage man fresh off a bender tries to piece together what happened the night before; a hired assassin matches wits against his
greatest adversary in a dangerous game for survival; and an instantly electric connection between passengers on a flight to
London may spell romance, or something more sinister. With Nesbø's characteristic gift for outstanding atmosphere and gutwrenching revelations, The Jealousy Man confirms that he is at the peak of his abilities.
Inspector Harry Hole tracks a Norwegian serial killer in this installment of Jo Nesbø’s New York Times bestselling series. One
night, after the first snowfall of the year, a boy named Jonas wakes up and discovers that his mother has disappeared. Only one
trace of her remains: a pink scarf, his Christmas gift to her, now worn by the snowman that inexplicably appeared in their yard
earlier that day. Inspector Harry Hole suspects a link between the missing woman and a suspicious letter he’s received. The case
deepens when a pattern emerges: over the past decade, eleven women have vanished—all on the day of the first snow. But this is
a killer who makes his own rules . . . and he’ll break his pattern just to keep the game interesting, as he draws Harry ever closer
into his twisted web. With brilliantly realized characters and hair-raising suspense, international bestselling author Jo Nesbø
presents his most chilling case yet—one that will test Harry Hole to the very limits of his sanity.
New York Times bestseller “An incomplete but highly compelling retelling . . . An action-packed, doom-haunted saga, full of vivid
natural description.”—New York Times Book Review The Fall of Arthur recounts in verse the last campaign of King Arthur, who,
even as he stands at the threshold of Mirkwood, is summoned back to Britain by news of the treachery of Mordred. Already
weakened in spirit by Guinevere’s infidelity with the now-exiled Lancelot, Arthur must rouse his knights to battle one last time
against Mordred’s rebels and foreign mercenaries. Powerful, passionate, and filled with vivid imagery, this unfinished poem
reveals Tolkien’s gift for storytelling at its brilliant best. Christopher Tolkien, editor, contributes three illuminating essays that
explore the literary world of King Arthur, reveal the deeper meaning of the verses and the painstaking work his father applied to
bring the poem to a finished form, and investigate the intriguing links between The Fall of Arthur and Tolkien’s Middle-earth.
“Compelling in pace, haunted by loss, it lives up to expectations.”—Daily Beast “Erudite and beautiful.” – NPR.org
Lepakkomies palkittiin aikanaan sekä Norjan että Pohjoismaiden parhaana rikosromaanina.
Grainy CCTV footage shows a man walking into a bank and putting a gun to a cashier's head. He tells her to count to twenty-five.
When he doesn't get his money in time, she is executed. Detective Harry Hole is assigned to the case. While Harry's girlfriend is
away in Russia, an old flame gets in touch. He goes to dinner at her house and wakes up at home with no memory of the past
twelve hours. The same morning the girl is found shot dead in her bed. Harry begins to receive threatening e-mails. Is someone
trying to frame him for this unexplained death? Meanwhile the bank robberies continue with unparalleled savagery. Gripping and
surprising, Nemesis is the new thriller by one of the biggest stars of Scandinavian crime fiction.
The internationally acclaimed author of Blood on Snow and the Harry Hole novels now gives us the tightly wound tale of a man
running from retribution, a renegade hitman who goes to ground far above the Arctic circle, where the never-setting sun might
slowly drive a man insane. He calls himself Ulf—as good a name as any, he thinks—and the only thing he’s looking for is a place
where he won’t be found by Oslo’s most notorious drug lord: the Fisherman. He was once the Fisherman’s fixer, but after
betraying him, Ulf is now the one his former boss needs fixed—which may not be a problem for a man whose criminal reach is
boundless. When Ulf gets off the bus in Kåsund, on Norway’s far northeastern border, he sees a “flat, monotonous, bleak
landscape . . . the perfect hiding place. Hopefully.” The locals—native Sami and followers of a particularly harsh Swedish version of
Christianity—seem to accept Ulf’s explanation that he’s come to hunt, even if he has no gun and the season has yet to start. And
a bereaved, taciturn woman and her curious, talkative young son supply him with food, the use of a cabin deep in the woods, a
weapon—and companionship that stirs something in him he thought was long dead. But the agonizing wait for the inevitable
moment when the Fisherman’s henchmen will show—the midnight sun hanging in the sky like an unblinking, all-revealing
eye—forces him to question if redemption is at all possible or if, as he’s always believed, “hope is a real bastard.”
From the author of the best-selling Harry Hole series comes an electrifying tale of vengeance set amid Oslo's brutal hierarchy of corruption.
Sonny Lofthus has been in prison for almost half his life: serving time for crimes he didn't commit. In exchange, he gets an uninterrupted
supply of heroin—and a stream of fellow prisoners seeking out his Buddha-like absolution. Years earlier Sonny’s father, a corrupt cop, took
his own life rather than face exposure. Now Sonny is the center of a vortex of corruption: prison staff, police, lawyers, a desperate priest—all of
them focused on keeping him stoned and jailed. When Sonny discovers a shocking truth about his father’s suicide, he makes a brilliant
escape and begins hunting down the people responsible for his and his father’s demise. But he's also being hunted, and by enemies too
many to count. Two questions remain: who will get to him first, and what will he do when he’s cornered?
“An elegant and complex thriller….Harrowingly beautiful.” —New York Times Book Review “A hugely impressive achievement—ambitious in
scope, and skilled in execution.” —Los Angeles Times “The Redbreast certainly ranks with the best of current American crime fiction.”
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—Washington Post No disrespect meant to Henning Mankell and Stieg Larsson, but Jo Nesbø, the New York Times bestselling author of The
Snowman, is the most exciting Scandinavian thriller writer in the crime fiction business. The Redbreast is a fabulous installment in Nesbø’s
tough-as-nails series protagonist, Oslo police detective Harry Hole. A brilliant and epic novel, breathtaking in its scope and design—winner of
The Glass Key for best Nordic crime novel and selected as the best Norwegian crime novel ever written by members of Norway’s book
clubs—The Redbreast is a chilling tale of murder and betrayal that ranges from the battlefields of World War Two to the streets of modern-day
Oslo. Follow Hole as he races to stop a killer and disarm a ticking time-bomb from his nation’s shadowy past. Vogue magazine says that
“nobody can delve into the dark, twisted mind of a murderer better than a Scandinavian thriller writer”…and nobody does it better than Jo
Nesbø! James Patterson fans should also take note.
The electrifying first installment of the Harry Hole series. Inspector Harry Hole of the Oslo Crime Squad is dispatched to Sydney to observe a
murder case. Harry is free to offer assistance, but he has firm instructions to stay out of trouble. The victim is a twenty-three year old
Norwegian woman who is a minor celebrity back home. Never one to sit on the sidelines, Harry befriends one of the lead detectives, and one
of the witnesses, as he is drawn deeper into the case. Together, they discover that this is only the latest in a string of unsolved murders, and
the pattern points toward a psychopath working his way across the country. As they circle closer and closer to the killer, Harry begins to fear
that no one is safe, least of all those investigating the case.
How to Be a Moonflower, the new book from bestselling author Katie Daisy, celebrates the magic and mystery of the world at night. Discover
the world that awakens after everyone else has gone to sleep. In this lavishly illustrated book, New York Times–bestselling artist Katie Daisy
explores the mystery and magic of the nighttime. Join her on a journey from dawn to dusk, complete with quotes, poems, meditations, field
guides to different nocturnal flora and fauna, and charts that map out the cosmos. From night-blooming flowers to cozy campfires, from moon
baths to meteor showers, Katie Daisy's lush illustrations capture the beauty that comes to life in the darkness. BELOVED AUTHOR: Known
for her lush, painterly artwork and love of the natural world, NEW YORK TIMES–bestselling author Katie Daisy has 112K followers on
Instagram, where you will find frequent posts featuring her vibrant illustrations. A CELEBRATION OF NATURE: Nature-lovers and plantappreciators will find much to admire in this book. Illustrating everything from the phases of the moon to fluttering moths, Katie Daisy has a
knack for capturing the very best this magical world has to offer. EXPLORE THE WONDERS OF NIGHT TIME: The nighttime offers time for
reflection, exploration, and adventure. This book will help you make the most of those mystical, after-dark hours and observe the hidden
wonders that come to life at night DELUXE PACKAGE: Featuring a tactile two-piece case with silver metallic ink on the spine and back cover,
How to Be a Moonflower makes a beautiful gift for the people in your life who look to art and illustration for creative encouragement, selfexploration, and mindfulness. Perfect for: • Fans of Katie Daisy's artwork and previous book HOW TO BE A WILDFLOWER • free spirits • art
and nature lovers • tarot readers and moon worshippers
#1 International Best Seller In this electrifying new thriller from the author of Police and The Snowman, Inspector Harry Hole hunts down a
serial murderer who targets his victims . . . on Tinder. The murder victim, a self-declared Tinder addict. The one solid clue—fragments of rust
and paint in her wounds—leaves the investigating team baffled. Two days later, there’s a second murder: a woman of the same age, a Tinder
user, an eerily similar scene. The chief of police knows there’s only one man for this case. But Harry Hole is no longer with the force. He
promised the woman he loves, and he promised himself, that he’d never go back: not after his last case, which put the people closest to him
in grave danger. But there’s something about these murders that catches his attention, something in the details that the investigators have
missed. For Harry, it’s like hearing “the voice of a man he was trying not to remember.” Now, despite his promises, despite everything he
risks, Harry throws himself back into the hunt for a figure who haunts him, the monster who got away. STARRED REVIEW "Exceptional . . .
Nesbo depicts a heartbreakingly conflicted Harry, who both wants to forget the horrors he’s trying to prevent and knows he has to remember
them in all their grim detail." --Publishers Weekly
The brand new Harry Hole thriller from Sunday Times number one bestseller Jo Nesbo. JO NESBO. 40 MILLION COPIES SOLD
WORLDWIDE. 'Nesbo is one of the best thriller writers on the planet' Daily Express A man like Harry had better watch his back... Following
the dramatic conclusion of number one bestseller THE THIRST, KNIFE sees Harry Hole waking up with a ferocious hangover, his hands and
clothes covered in blood. Not only is Harry about to come face to face with an old, deadly foe, but with his darkest personal challenge yet.
The twelfth instalment in Jo Nesbo's internationally bestselling crime fiction series.
Explore magnificent fjords, museum-hop in Oslo, and bask in the glow of northern lights: Get to know your inner Viking with Moon Norway.
Inside you'll find: Flexible itineraries including three days in Oslo, the best of Norway in one week, four days in Arctic Norway, and a two-week
fjord road trip Strategic advice for outdoor adventurers, families, history buffs, foodies, road-trippers, and more Do more than sightsee: Hike
to cliffs that soar over glacial lakes and take the perfect photo of Geirangerfjord's slender waterfalls. Hop in the car and drive over islets and
skerries on the Atlantic Road, wander through fishing villages along Norway's dramatic coastline, or admire the architecture in cosmopolitan
Oslo. Savor sustainable salmon at Michelin-starred restaurants, taste farm-to-table delicacies, or mingle with the locals at a neighborhood
pub. See the impressive restored vessels at the Viking Ship Museum or trek to the best spots to see the mystical aurora borealis dance
across the sky Discover the real Norway with expert insight from Norwegian transplant David Nikel Full-color photos and detailed maps
throughout Helpful tools including a Norwegian phrasebook, packing suggestions, and travel tips for international visitors, families with kids,
seniors and LGBTQ+ travelers Detailed background on the landscape, climate, wildlife, and culture With Moon Norway's practical tips and
local insight, you can experience the best of Norway. Exploring more of Northern Europe? Try Moon Copenhagen & Beyond or Moon Iceland.
El detectiu Harry Hole segueix la pista d'uns d'assassinats que no semblen relacionats però que impliquen la mateixa gent. Ell no creu en les
casualitats i la investigació el porta a dos punts clau: la Segona Guerra Mundial i el subconscient humà. Així, l'autor aborda un dels punts
foscos de la història de Noruega: la implicació amb el règim nazi i l'ombra que encara plana sobre la consciència col·lectiva del país. Harry
Hole investiga els homes que van lluitar al front amb les tropes nazis i que, en tornar a Noruega, van ser rebuts com criminals. Un d'ells,
Daniel Gudeson, conegut pels seus companys amb el sobrenom de Pit-roig per com tallava el coll als enemics i els tacava el pit de sang,
sembla haver ressuscitat d'entre els morts. L'obra ens situa a l'Oslo actual, en un moment en què els vells veterans encara no han vist
reconegut el seu patriotisme i alguns, si no vigilen, el veuran reconegut de manera molt violenta.

Inspector Harry Hole returns from Hong Kong hot on the trail of a serial killer in this installment of Jo Nesbø’s New York Times
bestselling series. Inspector Harry Hole has retreated to Hong Kong, escaping the trauma of his last case in squalid opium dens,
when two young women are found dead in Oslo, both drowned in their own blood. Media coverage quickly reaches a fever pitch.
There are no clues, the police investigation is stalled, and Harry—the one man who might be able to help—can’t be found. After he
returns to Oslo, the killer strikes again, Harry’s instincts take over, and nothing can keep him from the investigation, though there
is little to go on. Worse, he will soon come to understand that he is dealing with a psychopath who will put him to the test, both
professionally and personally, as never before.
For most of the twentieth century, the private eye dominated crime fiction and film, a lone figure fighting for justice, often in
opposition to the official representatives of law and order. More recently, however, the police have begun to take centre stage – as
exemplified by the runaway success of TV police procedurals like Law and Order. In Crime Uncovered: Detective, Barry Forshaw
offers an exploration of some of the most influential and popular fictional police detectives in the history of the genre. Taking
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readers into the worlds of such beloved authors as P. D. James, Henning Mankell, Jo Nesbø, Ian Rankin and Håkan Nesser, this
book zeroes in on the characteristics that define the iconic characters they created, discussing how they relate to their national and
social settings, questions of class, and to the criminals they relentlessly pursue. Showing how the role of the authority figure has
changed – and how each of these writers creates characters who work both within and against the strictures of official
investigations – the book shows how creators cleverly subvert expectations of both police procedure and the crime genre itself.
Written by a leading expert in the field and drawn from interviews with the featured authors, Crime Uncovered: Detective will thrill
the countless fans of Inspector Rebus, Harry Hole, Adam Dalgliesh and the other enduring police detectives who define the genre.
In this #1 New York Times bestseller, Inspector Harry Hole heads to Thailand to investigate the murder of an ambassador. When
the Norwegian ambassador to Thailand is found dead in a Bangkok brothel, Inspector Harry Hole is dispatched from Oslo to help
hush up the case. But once he arrives Harry discovers that this case is about much more than one random murder. There is
something else, something more pervasive, scrabbling around behind the scenes. Or, put another way, for every cockroach you
see in your hotel room, there are hundreds behind the walls. Surrounded by round-the-clock traffic noise, Harry wanders the
streets of Bangkok lined with go-go bars, temples, opium dens, and tourist traps, trying to piece together the story of the
ambassador’s death even though no one asked him to, and no one wants him to—not even Harry himself.
From the internationally acclaimed author of the Harry Hole novels—a fast, tight, darkly lyrical stand-alone novel that has at its
center the perfectly sympathetic antihero: an Oslo contract killer who draws us into an unexpected meditation on death and love.
This is the story of Olav: an extremely talented “fixer” for one of Oslo’s most powerful crime bosses. But Olav is also an unusually
complicated fixer. He has a capacity for love that is as far-reaching as is his gift for murder. He is our straightforward, calm-in-theface-of-crisis narrator with a storyteller’s hypnotic knack for fantasy. He has an “innate talent for subordination” but running
through his veins is a “virus” born of the power over life and death. And while his latest job puts him at the pinnacle of his trade, it
may be mutating into his greatest mistake. . . .
This groundbreaking collection provides students with a timely and accessible overview of current trends within contemporary
popular fiction.
Eva is walking by the river with her seven-year-old daughter when they catch sight of a man's body in the water. Eva tells her
daughter to wait while she calls the police, but when she reaches the phone box she doesn't call them. Instead she phones her
father, and makes no mention of her discovery. When the body is eventually found, it soon becomes clear to Inspector Sejer and
his team that this was no accidental drowning - the man was the victim of a very violent killer. But the trail has gone cold. Until, one
night, Eva receives a phone call...
“Large helpings of whimsy, humorous black-and-white illustrations, and the occasional fart joke provide plenty of silliness”
(Booklist) in the third Doctor Proctor adventure from New York Times bestselling author Jo Nesbø. Nilly, Lisa, and Doctor Proctor
are too busy inventing things to watch TV, and everyone says they’re missing out on the hot singing competition. But then Nilly
and Lisa notice that their friends and family are acting really weird. And the only people acting weird…are the ones watching TV.
What’s going on is WAY bigger than a singing competition. It could mean the end of the world. Or a silent but deadly could save
everything! Let ’er rip.
DIV When the tenant of a house that university professor Nina owns with her doctor husband goes missing after an uncomfortable
visit, Nina starts her own investigation ... with deeply disturbing results. The long-awaited new psychological thriller from the
bestselling author of The Bird Tribunal. **The Times Book of the Month** **NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER IN NORWAY**
**WINNER of the Norwegian Booksellers' Award** **Longlisted for the CWA International Dagger** 'A clever, quirky mystery, full of
twists and reminiscent of Agatha Christie at her best' The Times 'Ravatn, one of Norway's premier crime writers, manages to
conjure up an extra level of chilling atmosphere that will make you want to put the heating on ... The Seven Doors packs a brutal
punch' The Sun 'Elegantly plotted and economically executed ... Ravatn smoothly mixes Jungian and Freudian psychology with
folklore and an affair's lethal consequences. Inexorable fate drives this searing modern take on ancient Greek tragedy' Publishers
Weekly STARRED REVIEW _________________ University professor Nina is at a turning point. Her work seems increasingly
irrelevant, her doctor husband is never home, relations with her difficult daughter are strained, and their beautiful house is
scheduled for demolition. When her daughter decides to move into another house they own, things take a very dark turn. The
young woman living there disappears, leaving her son behind, the day after Nina and her daughter pay her a visit. With few clues,
the police enquiry soon grinds to a halt, but Nina has an inexplicable sense of guilt. Unable to rest, she begins her own
investigation, but as she pulls on the threads of the case, it seems her discoveries may have very grave consequences for her and
her family. Exquisitely dark and immensely powerful, The Seven Doors is a sophisticated and deeply disturbing psychological
thriller from one of Norway's most distinguished voices. _________________ 'Wrenching and tense, a psychological chiller with
multiple layers unpeeling graciously to reveal further strata of emotional bleakness and enigmas' Maxim Jakubowski, CrimeTime
Praise for Agnes Ravatn 'Unfolds in an austere style that perfectly captures the bleakly beautiful landscape of Norway's far north'
Irish Times 'Reminiscent of Patricia Highsmith – and I can't offer higher praise than that – Agnes Ravatn is an author to watch'
Philip Ardagh 'A tense and riveting read' Financial Times 'A masterclass in suspense and delayed terror' Rod Reynolds, author of
Blood Red City 'A beautifully written story set in a captivating landscape ... it keeps you turning the pages' Sarah Ward, author of
The Quickening 'Crackling, fraught and hugely compulsive slice of Nordic Noir ... tremendously impressive' Doug Johnstone, Big
Issue 'Chilling, atmospheric and hauntingly beautiful ... I was transfixed' Amanda Jennings, author of The Storm 'Beautifully done
... dark, psychologically tense and packed full of emotion both overt or deliberately disguised' Raven Crime Reads 'Intriguing ...
enrapturing' Sarah Hilary, author of Fragile 'So chilling and bleak that it feels like the dead of win

The Fart Powder was such a successful invention that Doctor Proctor couldn't stop there. Next up: a Time-travel Bath
Bomb. Throw the Bath Bomb in the tub, lather up and imagine where you'd like to visit. The battle of Waterloo? No
problem. The French Revolution? Let's go! Doctor Proctor has plans for this new invention. Years ago he lost his true
love, Juliette Margarine, and now he wants to change the past and win her back. But when his plan goes awry, it's up to
Nilly and LIsa to travel in time and save the day.
Inspector Harry Hole investigates a serial killer targeting Oslo’s police officers in this installment of Jo Nesbø’s New
York Times bestselling series. For years, detective Harry Hole has been at the center of every major criminal
investigation in Oslo. His brilliant insights and dedication to his job have saved countless lives over the years. But as the
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killer grows increasingly bold and the media reaction increasingly hysterical, the detective is nowhere to be found. This
time, when those he loves and values most are facing terrible danger, Harry is in no position to protect anyone—least of
all himself.
The world's most exclusive detective agency opens a new office-in Australia! With the best detectives in the business,
cutting edge technology and offices around the globe, there is no investigation company quite like Private. Now, at a
glittering launch party overlooking the iconic Opera House, Private Sydney throws open its doors. Craig Gisto and his
newly formed team have barely raised their glasses, however, when a young Asian man, blood-soaked and bullet-ridden,
staggers into the party, and what looks like a botched kidnapping turns out to be a whole lot more. Within days the
agency's caseload is full. But it is a horrific murder in the wealthy Eastern Suburbs and the desperate search for a motive
that stretches the team to the limit. Stacy Friel, friend of the Deputy Commissioner of NSW Police, isn't the killer's first
victim-and as the bodies mount up she's clearly not the last . . .
From the author of the number-one international bestseller The History of Bees, a captivating story of the power of nature
and the human spirit that explores the threat of a devastating worldwide drought, witnessed through the lives of a father,
a daughter, and a woman who will risk her life to save the future. In 2019, seventy-year-old Signe sets sail alone on a
hazardous voyage across the ocean in a sailboat. On board, a cargo that can change lives. Signe is haunted by
memories of the love of her life, whom she’ll meet again soon. In 2041, David and his young daughter, Lou, flee from a
drought-stricken Southern Europe that has been ravaged by thirst and war. Separated from the rest of their family and
desperate to find them, they discover an ancient sailboat in a dried-out garden, miles away from the nearest shore.
Signe’s sailboat. As David and Lou discover Signe’s personal effects, her long ago journey becomes inexorably linked
to their own. An evocative tale of the search for love and connection, The End of the Ocean is a profoundly moving father
daughter story of survival and a clarion call for climate action.
With Headhunters, Jo Nesbø has crafted a funny, dark, and twisted caper story worthy of Quentin Tarantino and the
Coen brothers. FIRST TIME PUBLISHED IN THE U.S. NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE FROM MAGNOLIA
PICTURES. Roger Brown is a corporate headhunter, and he’s a master of his profession. But one career simply can’t
support his luxurious lifestyle and his wife’s fledgling art gallery. At an art opening one night he meets Clas Greve, who is
not only the perfect candidate for a major CEO job, but also, perhaps, the answer to his financial woes: Greve just so
happens to mention that he owns a priceless Peter Paul Rubens painting that’s been lost since World War II—and Roger
Brown just so happens to dabble in art theft. But when he breaks into Greve’s apartment, he finds more than just the
painting. And Clas Greve may turn out to be the worst thing that’s ever happened to Roger Brown. BONUS MATERIAL:
This edition includes an excerpt from Jo Nesbø's The Redeemer.
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF 2018 Shakespeare’s dark and tragic play retold in a heart-pounding New
York Times bestselling thriller from the author of The Snowman and The Thirst. Set in the 1970s in a run-down, rainy
industrial town, Jo Nesbo's Macbeth centers around a police force struggling to shed an incessant drug problem.
Duncan, chief of police, is idealistic and visionary, a dream to the townspeople but a nightmare for criminals. The drug
trade is ruled by two drug lords, one of whom—a master of manipulation named Hecate—has connections with the highest
in power, and plans to use them to get his way. Hecate’s plot hinges on steadily, insidiously manipulating Inspector
Macbeth: the head of SWAT and a man already susceptible to violent and paranoid tendencies. What follows is an
unputdownable story of love and guilt, political ambition, and greed for more, exploring the darkest corners of human
nature, and the aspirations of the criminal mind.
Inspector Harry Hole pursues an assassin bent on revenge in this installment of Jo Nesbø’s New York Times bestselling
series. Shots ring out at a Salvation Army Christmas concert in Oslo, leaving one of the singers dead in the street. The
trail will lead Harry Hole, Oslo’s best investigator and worst civil servant, deep into the darkest corners of the city and,
eventually, to Croatia. An assassin forged in the war-torn region has been brought to Oslo to settle an old debt. As the
police circle in, the killer becomes increasingly desperate and the danger mounts for Harry and his colleagues.
In the heat of a sweltering Oslo summer, a young woman is found murdered in her flat—with one of her fingers cut off and
a tiny red star-shaped diamond placed under her eyelid. An off-the-rails alcoholic barely holding on to his job, Detective
Harry Hole is assigned the case with Tom Waaler, a hated colleague whom Harry believes is responsible for the murder
of his partner. When another woman is reported missing five days later, and her severed finger turns up adorned with a
red star-shaped diamond ring, Harry fears a serial killer is at work. But Hole's determination to capture a fiend and to
expose Waaler's crimes is leading him into shadowy places where both investigations merge in unexpected ways, forcing
him to make difficult decisions about a future he may not live to see.
Harry Hole er i Sydney for å bistå australsk politi i etterforskningen av drapet på en ung norsk kvinne. I King's Cross,
Sidneys gledeskvarter, beveger han seg blant horer og halliker, transer, klovner og pushere. Og noen aboriginere,
Australias urinnvånere. I denne skyggeverdenen aner Hole etter hvert konturene av et spill hvor han ufrivillig er blitt tildelt
en viktig rolle.
Dr. Proctor, Nilly, and Lisa set out to find Santa and save Christmas after the king of Norway sells the rights to the holiday
to money-hungry Mr. Thrane.
Inspector Harry Hole attempts to exonerate his would-be son Oleg in this installment of Jo Nesbø’s New York Times
bestselling series. When Harry Hole moved to Hong Kong, he thought he was escaping the traumas of his life in Oslo
and his career as a detective for good. But now, the unthinkable has happened—Oleg, the boy he helped raise, has been
arrested for killing a man. Harry can't believe that Oleg is a murderer, so he returns to hunt down the real killer. Although
he's off the police force, he still has a case to solve that will send him into the depths of the city’s drug culture, where a
shockingly deadly new street drug is gaining popularity. This most personal of investigations will force Harry to confront
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his past and the wrenching truth about Oleg and himself.
If you've ever wanted to improve your ability to learn and memorize mathematical equations, formula, arithmetic and
numbers by 100% ... 200% ... 300% (or more) using simple skills you can learn in under an hour (or less), then this may
be the most important book you will ever read. How To Learn And Memorize Math With Proven Strategies Guess what?
You're wasting time listening to the standard advice about learning math. You can't continue with "random acts of
learning" as you study simple math, calculus and statistics formulas - at least not for long. The truth is that learning math
and remembering numbers can be incredibly simple. You just need to know how. In How To Memorize Numbers,
Equations And Simple Arithmetic, Anthony Metivier shows you everthing you need to develop the right skills, the right
mindset and the right dedicated memorization strategy for memorizing any number or equation. The key to learning and
memorizing math is to follow a model. You won't succeed without one. And your best bet is to supplement that math
learning model with strong memory skills. Want To Eliminate The Pain and Frustration of Learning Math? Most of the
suffering caused by learning math comes from "cognitive overload." There is a way to remove this frustration from your
life forever. And ... ... If There Is A Quick Fix - This Is It! The information in this book will teach you: * Why memory
techniques for math and numbers are like a bicycle everyone can ride (with some minor personal adjustments). * The
real reason why no one should ever be squeamish about memorization or learning math. * Sample examples and
illustrations that will show you exactly how and why these memory techniques and strategies work. * Unique approaches
that will have you literally "tuning in" on the math concepts and formulas you are studying so that you can memorize and
recall them with ease. Learn And Memorize Numbers, Equations And Formulas By The Dozens Memorizing formulas for
arithmetic, calculus, physics and statistics is one of the greatest frustrations math learners face. But using the Memory
Palace and visualization secrets revealed in this book, you'll learn: 1. How to visualize any number so that it literally pops
out in your mind whenever you look for it. 2. How to use actors, other public figures and famous pieces of artwork to help
you memorize math concepts, numbers and formulas. 3. Simple strategies for practicing recall so that you are relaxed
during exams and can easily recall everything you've studied no matter how difficult. The Best Ways To Learn And
Memorize Math What's the secret to success with using this book to memorize all the mathematical formulas, equations
and numbers that you need to excel at math? It all starts with having a "system" for doing the necessary memorization
activities. And that's why you need a proven plan for increasing your math knowledge. The good news is it's not hard to
improve your approach to learning math. How To Memorize Numbers, Equations And Simple Arithmetic gives you
amazing tools designed to speed up the process and get you solid results. Understand how the method taught in this
book works and you'll make advanced strides in how you learn math quickly and in ways that are effective, elegant and
fun. Would You Like To Know More? Download now and begin improving proving how you learn math TODAY! Scroll to
the top of the page and select the "buy" button.
When a Russian billionaire robs the Norwegian Gold Reserve and melts the last remaining gold bar into the Premier
Soccer League trophy, it's up to Doctor Proctor, Nilly and Lisa to get the trophy and save Norway. But with a failed breakin attempt into the billionaire's subterranean gold-melting lab and the Norwegian Gold Reserve Inspection only three days
away, the only way to retrieve the trophy is to win it back. Hoping to prevent national panic and uproar, Nilly and Lisa join
the Rotten Ham soccer team and use the Fartonaut Powder, along with a handful of Doctor Proctor's other wacky
inventions, to try and lead the hopeless underdog team to victory before time runs out.
Brilliant, audaciously rogue police officer, Harry Hole from The Snowman and The Thirst, is back and in the throes of a
new, unanticipated rage--once again hunting the murderer who has haunted his entire career. Harry Hole is not in a good
place. Rakel--the only woman he's ever loved--has ended it with him, permanently. He's been given a chance for a new
start with the Oslo Police but it's in the cold case office, when what he really wants is to be investigating cases he
suspects have ties to Svein Finne, the serial rapist and murderer who Harry helped put behind bars. And now, Finne is
free after a decade-plus in prison--free, and Harry is certain, unreformed and ready to take up where he left off. But
things will get worse. When Harry wakes up the morning after a blackout, drunken night with blood that's clearly not his
own on his hands, it's only the very beginning of what will be a waking nightmare the likes of which even he could never
have imagined.
The SnowmanA Harry Hole Novel (7)Vintage Crime/Black Lizard
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